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jurisdiction apparently on the ground that the parties, though
domiciled in one of the provinces of Canada, were resident in
England, and then proceeded to annul their voidable marriage
on a ground that was sufficient by English law but insufficient
in any of the Canadian provinces. The justification probably
was that he had no option, since evidence of Canadian law was
not given. But the practice of presuming English and foreign
law to be similar unless evidence to the contrary is offered
threatens the principle that questions of status are subject to
the law of the domicil, for by remaining silent the parties may
be able to obtain annulment on easier terms than are allowed
by that law. Knowledge of foreign law certainly cannot be
imputed to the judge, but there is no reason why notice of the
expediency of calling for evidence of it should not be imputed
to him.1
The ascertainment of the proper law in a nullity suit depends Proper law
upon analysing the various defects that may constitute cause ^P*"1*
r	i	•	j	j	•	......	upon
for annulment, in order to determine their intrinsic nature, nature of
Once this is done, the legal system to which a particular defect *^*cctd
is subject will become reasonably apparent. The analysis must
turn in the first place upon the distinction between the contract
to marry and the status that emerges from the contract when
it is implemented. It is a trite saying that marriage is an institu-
tion, not a contract, but the aphorism must not be allowed to
obscure the equally obvious truth that the institution origi-
nates in a contract properly so called. The distinction requires
emphasis in the present connexion, for in the English view the
contract is governed in general by the lex loci celebrationis^
while the ensuing status is a matter for the personal law.
Thus the primary task is to separate the contractual defects
from those, such as wilful refusal to consummate the marriage,
that affect the status.
But the analysis must be carried further, for, if the lex loci Defects are
cekbrationis as such is to govern the contract, it is obvious that, «*««»-
1	-	i_ &	A	v   x     ^  i	tractual or
since the parties may nave no permanent or substantial con- personal
nexion with the place of marriage, alleged defects which raise
the question of their capacity for intermarriage, though certainly
below, [1956] P. 115, at p. 125, Willmer J. dealt specifically with the present
contention, but in the circumstances he found the question of choice of law to
be of no consequence since he had been satisfied by an affidavit of a Scots kwyer
that 'in relation to such proceedings as these, Scots law—i.e. the kw of the domicil
—is the same as EngEsh kw'.
1 See the remarks of Falconbridge, 26 Canadian Bar Review, 915.

